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TWD // 03

TIM WEBBER //

Born in New Zealand in 1988, Tim Webber went on to study a 
Bachelor of Design in 2006, graduating in 2010. Shortly after 
graduating Tim created his own working studio from which he 
designs and creates his range of furniture under the brand 'Tim 
Webber Design'.

"As a furniture designer I look to create designs that are fresh 
and innovative, yet simple and clean. I have a real focus on the 
quality of my product and the integrity of materials. I make 
products that will be a testament to solid, functional design for 
many years to come".

The Tim Webber Design studio has gained international expo-
sure through a wide variety of online sources and magazines. 
Tim has also won the Design Folio Incubator award including a 
trip to Milan, and has been a finalist in the HOME NZ Awards 
and the Best Awards.

AWARDS //

2014
Best Awards Winner - Silver (Duffel Stool and Ottoman)
HOME Design Awards Finalist (Duffel Stool and Ottoman)

2013
HOME Design Awards Finalist (Switch Floor Lamp)
Best Awards Finalist (Switch Floor Lamp)

2012
Design Folio Incubator Award Winner (Y Stool & Ampel 

WWW.TIMWEBBERDESIGN.COM

INFO@TIMWEBBERDESIGN.COM

TWD // 04
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TWD // 05

“With the focus to 
become a globally known
design brand, we are 
continually striving to 
create products that 
portray longevity, time-
lessness, innovation and 
quality.” 

Tim Webber
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SHIFT TABLE

TWD // 38

The Shift table features leg frames constructed from 5mm 
bent alloy which forms a slim and elegant profile. 

This specific profile also works practically for being able 
to seat the maximum number of people around a table 
with minimal interference. 

The legs are supplied with either a timber dowel or metal 
pipe V feature that provides a material or colour contrast 
as well as giving the table rigidity and stability. 

Product type  Table

Product code  shifttable-01 / 02 / 03

Materials  European Birch plywood, HPL   
   laminated table surface, powder
                                                   coated aluminium, oak dowel

Colours   Black or White HPL surfaces

Dimensions        01 1800mm long x 900mm wide
         02 2000mm long x 1000mm wide
         03 2200mm long x 1000mm wide
    All size options are 745mm high
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APEX SHELF

TWD // 17

The Apex Shelf is a clean and simple use of folding 
aluminium and oak timber inserts creates a versatile 
shelving option. 

The shelf slots onto a bracket on the wall, meaning there is 
no need for visible fixings or mounts. 
The Apex shelf is available in an 800mm long version.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Wal Shelf

Product code  800mm - apexshelf-01

Materials  Powdercoated aluminium, oak insert 
   
Colours   Satin Black
   Arctic White

Dimensions        800mm L x 200mm D x 180mm H
   
Packing CBM  0.83 x 0.22 x 0.20 = 0.0365 CBM
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DUFFEL STOOL & OTTOMAN - OUTDOOR

TWD // 09

      

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Outdoor stool and ottoman

Product code  outdoor-duffelst01s
   outdoor-duffelottoman01s

Materials  Timber frame construction,   
   upholstery foam, marine rope   
   handles.  
    
Colours    Many fabric colour-ways available.  
   Please contact to discuss. 
   Rope handles - Black or white
   Leather - Brown or black
        
Dimensions  370mm & 10000mm diameter top, 
   470mm high
 

47
0

The Duffel Stool and Ottoman are available as an outdoor 
option, utilising marine grade timbers and foams, creating a 
resilient and versatile  seating product.

This product is inspired by drawstring duffel bags and has 
appropriated some of their various features to create objects 
that express quality and functionality.

The stool features a strip of differentiating colour at the base 
which references the leather found on the bottom of a duffel 
bag. This creates options for customisation with many different 
fabric colours available. 
The rope drawstring and leather accents of the duffel bag 
inspired the marine rope handles and leather patches of the 
furniture. These features paired with the outdoor fabric create 
a strong sense of quality and workmanship.

The rope handles provide an excellent functional aspect which 
allow easy movement of the stool and ottoman.
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PRESS TRAY

TWD // 07

The Press tray is made from hand spun copper or powder-
coated aluminium with an inset American white Oak tray 
and a pressed out detail at four points around the circle.

The trays are perfect for styling a home or office, or as a 
functional drink and food tray. 

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Tray

Product code  340mm - presstray

Materials  Copper or powdercoated    
   aluminium, American white Oak tray 
   
Colours   Copper
   Satin Black
   Arctic White
   Subtle Blue
   Schweppes Yellow

Dimensions     Small 340mm diameter, 40mm deep
   
Packing CBM  0.34 x 0.34 x 0.04 = 0.005 CBM  
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DIP CANDLE HOLDERS

TWD // 08

The Dip Candle Holders are hand turned from American 
Oak timber. They feature a 45 degree cut away around the 
circumfernece which breaks up the shaft of the oak. 
A downward chamfer on the top of the candle gives a visual 
depth to the holders as well as creating a wax catcher for 
the candle. 

There are 3 sizes and are available as a set of 3 or also 
individually. 

Natural Oak or Black stained oak finish. 

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Candle Holder

Product code  dip-holder-small
   dip-holder-medium
   dip-holder-large

Materials  American white oak   
 
Colours   Natural Oak
   Black Stain

Dimensions       Small 95mm H x 65mm D
              Medium    130mm H x 65mm D
              Large 180mm H x 65mm D
   
Packing CBM  Set of 3 - 0.0024 CBM  

18
0

95

13
0
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DUFFEL STOOL

TWD // 09

      

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Stool

Product code  duffelst01s

Materials  Timber frame construction,   
   upholstery foam, marine rope   
   handles, felted wool fabric 
   (available in Textilia Blazer or   
   Vivid-Feel)  
    
Colours    Many fabric colour-ways available.  
   Please contact to discuss. 
   Rope handles - Black or white
   Leather - Brown or black
        
Dimensions  370mm diameter top, 
   470mm high
 

370
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The Duffel Stool is inspired by drawstring duffel bags and has 
appropriated some of their various features to create objects 
that express quality and functionality.

The stool features a strip of differentiating colour at the base 
which references the leather found on the bottom of a duffel 
bag. This creates options for customisation with many different 
fabric colours available. 
The rope drawstring and leather accents of the duffel bag 
inspired the marine rope handles and leather patches of the 
furniture. These features paired with the wool felt fabric create 
a strong sense of quality and workmanship.

The rope handles provide an excellent functional aspect which 
allow easy movement of the stool - great for collaborative 
spaces, open plan environments or for moving around the 
house. 
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DUFFEL OTTOMAN

TWD // 10

      

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Ottoman

Product code  duffelot01o

Materials  Timber frame construction,   
   upholstery foam, marine rope   
   handles, felted wool fabric 
   (available in Textilia Blazer or   
   Vivid-Feel)  
    
Colours    Many fabric colour-ways available.  
   Please contact to discuss. 
   Rope handles - Black or white
   Leather - Brown or black
        
Dimensions     1000mm diameter top,
   430mm high 
       

The Duffel Ottoman has drawn inspiration from drawstring 
duffel bags and has appropriated some of their various features 
to create objects that express quality and functionality.

The ottoman features a strip of differentiating colour at the 
base which references the leather found on the bottom of a 
duffel bag. This creates options for customisation with many 
different fabric colours available. 
The rope drawstring and leather accents of the duffel bag 
inspired the marine rope handles and leather patches of the 
furniture. These features paired with the wool felt fabric create 
a strong sense of quality and workmanship.

The rope handles provide an excellent functional aspect, 
allowing for easy movement of the ottoman with two people - 
great for collaborative spaces and open plan environments.

The Duffel Ottoman has a dual function as both a seat as well as 
a coffee table or work area. 
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The Austin Entertainment Unit utilises the highest quality 
18mm Birch plywood in both the carcass of the unit as well 
as the clear finished cupboard doors. The simple yet highly 
functional structure is well suited to the storage of AV 
equipment. It works well as both a TV entertainment unit or 
a sideboard for a hallway or lounge area. The Austin unit 
features a layered plywood edge, which adds to the unique 
aesthetic of this striking unit.

AUSTIN ENTERTAINMENT UNIT

TWD // 48
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Designer            

Product type          

Product code                        
                                  
Materials                    
                                  

Colours            

Dimensions            

Tim Webber

Entertainment Unit/Sideboard

austunit-standard-01                   

HPL Birch plywood carcass,
natural Birch plywood doors

Black, White, Grey, Natural Birch

1600mm long x 500mm 
deep x 586mm high
Custom sizes available upon
request 
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The Austin Extended Entertainment Unit utilises the highest 
quality 18mm Birch plywood in both the carcass of the unit 
as well as the clear finished cupboard doors. 

The simple yet highly functional structure is well suited to 
the storage of AV equipment but works well as both a TV 
entertainment unit or a sideboard for a hallway or lounge 
area. 
The Austin unit features a layered plywood edge, which 
adds to the unique aesthetic of this striking unit.

TWD // 12
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Designer            

Product type          

Product code                        
                                  
Materials                    
                                  

Colours            

Dimensions            

Tim Webber

Entertainment Unit/Sideboard

austunit-extended-01

HPL Birch plywood carcass,
natural Birch plywood doors

Black, White, Grey, Natural Birch

2300mm long x 500mm deep x 
586mm high
Custom sizes available upon
request 

AUSTIN EXTENDED ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
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TRI AMPEL WALL LIGHT

TWD // 13

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Wall light

Product Code  triamp01wl

Materials  Powdercoated spun aluminium   
   shade, Pacific Rimu wood turned   
   top and rose, E27 24w 
   Fluroscent dolly bulb

Colours Shade   Arctic White
   Satin Black
   Schweppes Yellow
   Mamba Green
    Bright Red
    Sentinel Blue     
   Spray painted White interior

   Custom sprayed colours also   
   available (as shown in image) 

Dimensions Shade  v  243mm high x 200mm diameter
   97mm from wall
    
  

The Tri Ampel Wall Lights are part of the WM (Wood Metal) 
series which explores the interesting textural and 
aesthetical relationship between the warm natural wood 
and the man-made industrial aluminium material.

The conical shape of the spun aluminium shade paired
with the wood turned top and rose fittings create a simple
and elegant light.
The Tri Ampel Wall Light  is available in a number of
colours, making it easy to coordinate with your existing
space.

The lights are attached to the wall via a metal bracket 
concealed within the wooden rose. This hides any fixings 
and portrays a clean, refined aesthetic. 
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FLOATING BAR LEANER

TWD // 14

      

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Bar leaner table

Product code  floatbartb-01 / 02 / 03

Materials  European Birch plywood, HPL   
   laminated table surface, Natural   
   Birch legs

Colours   Black, white or grey HPL surfaces

Dimensions        01 1800mm long x 900mm wide
         02 2000mm long x 1000mm wide
         03 2200mm long x 1000mm wide
    All size options are 1050mm high

      

The Floating Bar Leaner Table is a clean and sophisticated  
design suitable for many different environments. The table 
utilises the exposed laminations of the 24mm European Birch 
plywood, paired with a negative detail to give the tabletop 
a floating effect. 

This detail softens the thick edge of the plywood to give a 
sleek, light look while emphasising the horizontal lines of 
the plywood edges. 
These characteristics produce a table with a distinct 
difference and bring an object of originality to any commercial 
or residential space.

The plywood surface is pressed with a High Pressure 
Laminate - ideal for a tabletop as it’s easy to clean and
maintain. 

            1800
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1800 x 900mm (floatbartb-01)

2200 x 1000mm (floatbartb-03)

2000 x 1000mm (floatbartb-02)
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Y COFFEE TABLE

TWD // 15

Combining the aesthetic of the Y Stools and Y Side Table 
with an even larger 635mm diameter top creates the Y 
Coffee Table. 
The Y Coffee Table is big enough to be used by itself, or 
alternatively add a second or third Y Coffee Table in a 
contrasting colour to create a cluster. 

Made from high quality wood turned American ash and 
powdercoated steel, the Y Coffee Table is available in a 
number of colours to suit your interior.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Coffee table

Product code  ycoffeetb-01

Materials  Powdercoated steel, 
   American Ash legs   
 
Colours   Black, white, yellow, subtle blue,   
   navy

Dimensions   635mm diameter round
   370mm high
 
Packing CBM  0.65 x 0.65 x 0.38 = 0.16
   (1 coffee table per box
   assembled) 
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ACCESSORIES
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PRESS MIRROR

TWD // 17

The Press mirror is made from hand spun copper or 
powdercoated aluminium with an inset mirror and a 
pressed out detail at four points around the circle.

It is available in a small and large size and has a keyhole on 
the back for hanging flush to the wall.

The Press mirrors can be grouped together for maximum 
effect but are also striking stand-alone pieces. 

Designer   Tim Webber

Product type   Mirror

Product code   625mm - pressmirror-01
   340mm - pressmirror-02
   625mm copper - pressmirror-09
   340mm copper - pressmirror-10

Materials   Copper or powdercoated   
   aluminium, mirror   
 
Colours  Copper
   Satin Black
   Arctic White
   Subtle Blue
   Schweppes Yellow

Dimensions      Large  625mm diameter, 40mm deep
              Small 340mm diameter, 40mm deep
   
Packing CBM   0.63 x 0.63 x 0.04 = 0.016 CBM
   0.34 x 0.34 x 0.04 = 0.005 CBM  
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PRESS MIRROR   //   Y SIDE TABLE
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NOTCH WALL HOOK

TWD // 19

The Notch wall hooks are CNC cut from 24mm Birch 
plywood with a high quality HPL laminate.
The circular hooks have a chamfered edge and a cutout 
detail for ease of hanging items. 

These also work great purely as a decorative feature to 
break up a wall space with bold circular forms. 

They are available and sold as a group of 3, in three sizes.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Wall Hook

Product code  160mm - notchhook-01
   120mm - notchhook-02
   80mm - notchhook-03

Materials  24mm HPL Birch plywood  
  
Colours   Black or White

Dimensions      Small 80mm diameter, 24mm deep
             Medium 120mm diameter, 24mm deep 
             Large 160mm diameter, 24mm deep
               
Packing CBM  0.16 x 0.16 x 0.08 = 0.002 CBM
   (set of 3, one of each size)
   

Rear view of wall hooks

SPOT CUSHION

TWD // 11

Add a touch of Tim Webber Design to your home with our 
Spot Cushion. Made from wool felt, the Spot cushion 
includes a powdercoated steel button detail and comes in 
both a square and rectangle shape. 

You can further customise your cushion by chosing the 
fabric colour, button shape and button colour, ensuring a 
perfect fit for your home.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Cushion

Product code  spotcushion

Materials  Wool felt, powdercoated steel  
  
Colours          Wool Felt Light grey, dark drey    
              Button Yellow

Button Shape  Square, circle, hexagon

Dimensions        Rectangle - 450mm x 350mm
 

450
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SPOT CUSHION

TWD // 11

Add a touch of Tim Webber Design to your home with our 
Spot Cushion. Made from wool felt, the Spot cushion 
includes a powdercoated steel button detail and comes in 
both a square and rectangle shape. 

You can further customise your cushion by chosing the 
fabric colour, button shape and button colour, ensuring a 
perfect fit for your home.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Cushion

Product code  spotcushion

Materials  Wool felt, powdercoated steel  
  
Colours          Wool Felt Light grey, dark drey    
              Button Yellow

Button Shape  Square, circle, hexagon

Dimensions        Rectangle - 450mm x 350mm
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FURNITURE
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FURNITURE
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The Y Stools are great for a fun, vibrant injection of colour 
into any space while staying practical and versatile. The 
contrast between the powdercoated steel and the Ameri-
can Ash provides a unique decorative detail to the quirky 
yet refined design. The turned legs come through and sit 
flush with the seat top and help to further describe the 
wood & metal relationship evident througout Y Stools and 
the entire WM Series. 

At 470mm this is the smallest of the Y Stools and is suitable 
for both residential and commercial applications.  

These stools are now made as a 4 leg product.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Y Stool

Product code  470mm - yst01s 

Materials  Powdercoated steel seat,    
   clear finished American Ash legs   
  
Colours Seat       Satin Black
   Arctic White

Dimensions   Seat top - 310mm diameter
   470mm high
 
Packing CBM  0.35 x 0.35 x 0.5 = 0.061 
   (1 stool per box assembled)

Y STOOL - 470MM

TWD // 21
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The 650 and 750mm Y Stools are a fun, vibrant, practical and 
versatile stool, suited to both residential and 
commercial spaces. The powdercoated steel and American 
Ash contrast to provide a unique decorative detail in this 
quirky yet refined design. The turned legs come through to sit 
flush with the stool top providing detail to an otherwise 
simple steel seat.

The 650 and 750mm Y Stools both incorporate a 
powdercoated steel ring footrest for extra comfort and 
practicality.  

These stools are now made as a 4 leg product.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Y Stool

Product code  650mm - yst02s 
   750mm - yst03s

Materials  Powdercoated steel seat,    
   clear finished American Ash legs   
  
Colours Seat       Satin Black
   Arctic White

Dimensions   Seat top - 310mm diameter
   650mm high
   750mm high
 
Packing CBM  (1x) 650mm - 0.42 x 0.42 x 0.80 
   1 stool in box assembled
   (1x) 750mm - 0.42 x 0.42 x 0.80
   4 stools in box assembled
                                                 (2x) 650mm or 750mm - 
   0.42 x 0.42 x 1.3

750mm on left, 650mm on right

Y STOOL - 650 // 750MM

TWD // 22
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Y STOOL  //  WRAP STOOL  //  AMPEL PENDANT

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Wrap Stool

Product code  470mm - wrp01s
   650mm - wrp02s
   750mm - wrp03s

Materials  12mm steel rod frame,    
   laminated European Beech   
   plywood seat
   
Colours Frame  Satin Black
   Arctic White
   Bright Red
   Sentinel Blue

Dimensions    Seat 385mm wide x 335mm deep
  Frame  470mm high
   650mm high
   750mm high 

Packing CBM      (1x) 470mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.50
       (1x) 650mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.80
       (1x) 750mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.80
   

WRAP STOOL

TWD // 26

The Wrap Stools are a sophisticated design constructed 
from 12mm steel rod with a European Beech plywood 

the relationship between wood and metal seamlessly in a
single piece. This relationship is evident in the way the
edge of the plywood seat embraces the bent steel, as well
as the steel wrapping around the front and back of the
seat.

These stools look great in both residential and commercial 
applications.

650mm Wrap Stool drawing
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seat. The stools feature in the WM series which displays
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Wrap Stool

Product code  470mm - wrp01s
   650mm - wrp02s
   750mm - wrp03s

Materials  12mm steel rod frame,    
   laminated European Beech   
   plywood seat
   
Colours Frame  Satin Black
   Arctic White
   Bright Red
   Sentinel Blue

Dimensions    Seat 385mm wide x 335mm deep
  Frame  470mm high
   650mm high
   750mm high 

Packing CBM      (1x) 470mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.50
       (1x) 650mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.80
       (1x) 750mm - 0.39 x 0.34 x 0.80
   

WRAP STOOL

TWD // 26

The Wrap Stools are a sophisticated design constructed 
from 12mm steel rod with a European Beech plywood 

the relationship between wood and metal seamlessly in a
single piece. This relationship is evident in the way the
edge of the plywood seat embraces the bent steel, as well
as the steel wrapping around the front and back of the
seat.

These stools look great in both residential and commercial 
applications.

650mm Wrap Stool drawing
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JET CHAIR

TWD // 28
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Designer   Tim Webber

Product type   Easy Chair 

Product code jet01ec

Materials   24mm European Birch plywood  
                                     sides, Warwick upholstered                             
                                     fabric seat, 12mm powdercoated            
                         steel legs, plywood internal   
     structure

Colours   Legs White, Black, Red
 Seat Fabric   Client may choose fabric

Dimensions   500mm wide between plywood  
   sides 

Packing CBM   0.82x 0.65 x 0.50 = 0.267
   19 kg 
   Legs require screwing to seat if   
   transported at these cubic   
   dimensions 

The Jet Chair is constructed from quality materials; 24 mm
European Birch Plywood sides with an HPL laminate,
Warwick seat fabric and powdercoated bent steel leg 
construction. 
The sleek modern lines of the Jet Chair create a definitive, 
yet complimentary relationship between the plywood
sides, fabric seat and the bent steel legs. 
The form lends itself well to many room styles, creating a 
feature object in any environment, be it commercial or 
residential.

 The Jet Chair can be customised in various ways with 
different fabrics if required, black or white sides and an 
array of leg colours.
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  2 person Easy Chair

Product code  twinjet01ec

Materials  24mm European Birch plywood                                       
   sides, Warwick upholstered                             
                                    fabric seat, 12mm powdercoated            
                          steel legs, plywood internal   
   structure

Colours Legs  White, Black, Red
  Seat Fabric Client may choose fabric

Dimensions   1200mm wide between plywood   
   sides 

Packing CBM  0.82x 0.68 x 1.28 = 0.71
   30 kg 
    

TWIN JET CHAIR

The ‘Twin Jet Chair’ is the two seater version of the Jet 
Chair and is constructed from the same quality materials, 
consisting of 24mm European Birch Plywood sides with
an HPL laminate, Warwick seat fabric and powdercoated
bent steel leg construction. 
The sleek modern lines of the Twin Jet Chair create a 
definitive, yet complimentary relationship between the 
plywood sides, fabric seat and the bent steel legs. The 
form lends itself well to many settings, creating a feature 
object in any environment. 

Although the Twin Jet Chair is slim and rigid looking, it 
uses high quality foam which ensures fantastic comfort   
and support.

TWD // 29
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SIDEBOY

TWD // 30
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The Sideboy is a sophisticated, timeless piece of furniture 
which beautifully features the exposed European Birch 
plywood edge. 
The painted drawer fronts are available in a large range of 
colours and can also be customised, allowing it to blend 
naturally with any colour scheme.
The drawers and doors all feature 'push to open' 
mechanisms which allow the front of the unit to be free 
from slots and handles, creating a clean, fresh aesthetic.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Sideboard

Product code  sideboyside-01

Materials  18mm Birch plywood carcass,
   15mm Gaboon plywood drawer   
   box, powdercoated steel legs 

Colours         Carcass Black, White or Natural
            Drawer Fronts  Black or White
   Custom colours available

Dimensions  1900 long x 500 deep x 
   850mm high 

Packing CBM   1.98 x 0.57 x 0.90 = 1.02
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Tallboy

Product code  tallboyunit-01

Materials  18mm Birch plywood carcass,
   15mm Gaboon plywood drawer   
   box, powdercoated steel legs

Colours         Carcass Black, White or Natural
            Drawer Fronts Blue, Black or White
   Custom colours available

Dimensions  600mm wide x 1410mm high x   
   500mm deep

Packing CBM  0.6 x 1.41 x 0.5 = 0.423

TALLBOY

TWD // 31
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not only a very functional piece of furniture for the 
bedroom, but also has the ability to transform and lighten 
a space with its clean faces and minimal form.  
The subtle form and clean lines mean the Tallboy doesn’t 
overpower a room with its presence, however it easily 
creates a striking feature for any interior.
The carcass is constructed from 18mm Birch Plywood
with a High Pressure Laminate surface, painted drawer 
and door fronts which allow room for customisation of 
colours, and steel powdercoated legs.
The drawers and doors all feature 'push to open' 
mechanisms, meaning the front of the unit can be free 
from slots and handles, creating a clean, fresh aesthetic.

The Tallboy is a sophisticated yet playful object which is 
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FATBOY

TWD // 32
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 The Fatboy is a great unit to suit so many different bedroom 
styles. The subtle form and clean lines mean the Fatboy 
doesn’t overpower a room with its presence, however it 
easily creates a striking feature for any interior. 
The Fatboy features 4 drawers all of which are supplied with 
'push to open' mechanisms. This creates the oppourtunity 
for the front of the unit to be smooth and free from any 
slots and handles. 
Fatboy is constructed from 18mm Birch Plywood with a 
High Pressure Laminate surface, painted drawer fronts with 
a 15mm Gaboon plywood box, and steel powdercoated 
legs.
 

Designer           Tim Webber

Product type           Bedroom Dresser

Product code          fatboyunit-01

Materials  18mm Birch plywood carcass,
   15mm Gaboon plywood drawer   
   box, powdercoated steel legs  

Colours        Carcass Black, White or Natural
           Drawer Fronts White or Black
   Custom colours available

Dimensions  960mm wide x 1035mm high
   x 450mm deep 

Packing CBM  1.05 x 1.1 x 0.5 = 0.5775

 

450
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 The Bedboy is a clean, simple piece of furniture consisting 
of both quality materials and great functionality. It features a 
drawer for storing bedside belongings and a bottom shelf, 
as well as plenty of space for a table light on its top 
surface.

It is constructed from 18mm Birch Plywood with a High 
Pressure Laminate surface, painted drawer front and steel 
powdercoated legs.

The drawer features a smooth ‘pull out’ runner mechanism 
with a soft close, meaning the front of the unit can be free 
from slots and handles, creating a clean, fresh aesthetic.

BEDBOY

TWD // 33
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Designer   Tim Webber

Product type   Bedside Table

Product code   bedboyunit-01

Materials   HPL Birch plywood carcass,   
   15mm Gaboon plywood drawer   
   box, steel powdercoated legs

Colours        Carcass  White, Black or Natural
           Drawer Fronts Blue, White, Black
   Custom colours available

Dimensions  500mm wide x 360mm deep x   
   565mm high

Packing CMB  0.55 x 0.4 x 0.6 = 0.132
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TWD // 34

STARK DESK
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Designer                 

Product type        

Product code     

Materials      

Colours           

Dimensions 

Packing CBM       

Tim Webber

Desk

starkdesk-01 

18mm HPL Birch plywood

White or Grey laminate

1740 wide x 600 deep x 
735mm high

1.78 x 0.65 x 0.76 = 0.88

The Stark design is a solid, minimal desk which features a 
great work top surface and a slimline drawer to neatly tuck 
away stationary and office accessories. Constructed from 
18mm HPL Birch plywood with a steel support under the 
desk top, this is a sturdy, hardworking desk suitable for any 
home or work office space.
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TWD // 35STARK DESK DRAWER
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT  //

TALLBOY
WRAP STOOL
DUFFEL STOOL / DUFFEL OTTOMAN
TWIN JET CHAIR
Y STOOL
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FLOATING DINING TABLE

TWD // 38

The Floating Dining Table is a clean, modern design 
suitable for many different dining rooms. The table utilises 
the exposed laminations of the 24mm European Birch 
plywood, paired with a negative detail to give the tabletop 
a floating effect. 

This detail softens the thick edge of the plywood to give a 
sleek, light look while emphasising the horizontal lines of 
the plywood edges. 
These characteristics produce a dining table with a distinct 
difference and bring an object of originality to any dining 
environment.

The plywood surface is pressed with a High Pressure 
Laminate - ideal for a tabletop as it’s easy to clean and
maintain. Matching bench seats are also available which
perfectly compliment the dining table. 
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Product type  Dining Table

Product code  floatdtable-01 / 02 / 03

Materials  European Birch plywood, HPL   
   laminated table surface, natural   
   Birch legs

Colours   Black or White HPL surfaces

Dimensions        01 1800mm long x 900mm wide
         02 2000mm long x 1000mm wide
         03 2200mm long x 1000mm wide
    All size options are 745mm high

FLOATING BENCH SEAT

TWD // 39

               

      

The Floating Bench Seat is a perfect match for the Floating 
Dining Table and suits many different dining rooms. The 
bench seat utilises the exposed laminations of the 24mm 
European Birch plywood, paired with a negative detail to 
give the seat top a floating effect. 

The Floating Bench Seats are strong and sturdy, great for 
kids and family dinners.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Bench Seat

Product code  floatbseat-01

Materials  European Birch plywood, HPL 
   laminated surface, natural Birch 
   legs    

Colours         Black or White HPL

Dimensions   390mm wide x 450mm high
   Varied length depending on dining 
   table size
  

45
0

Lengths vary to suit dining table 390
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FLOATING BENCH SEAT

TWD // 39

               

      

The Floating Bench Seat is a perfect match for the Floating 
Dining Table and suits many different dining rooms. The 
bench seat utilises the exposed laminations of the 24mm 
European Birch plywood, paired with a negative detail to 
give the seat top a floating effect. 

The Floating Bench Seats are strong and sturdy, great for 
kids and family dinners.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Bench Seat

Product code  floatbseat-01

Materials  European Birch plywood, HPL 
   laminated surface, natural Birch 
   legs    

Colours         Black or White HPL

Dimensions   390mm wide x 450mm high
   Varied length depending on dining 
   table size
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Dining Table

Product code  tresdtable-01 (1800x900)
   tresdtable-02 (2000x1000)
   tresdtable-03 (2200x1100)

Materials  24mm Birch plywood, stainless   
   steel fittings 

Colours   Birch plywood available in   
   Black, White, Grey, Natural             

Dimensions           1800mm long x 900mm wide
                                   2000mm long x 1000mm wide
                                  2200mm long  x 1100mm wide 

Packing CBM  1.8 x 0.90 x 0.75 = 1.215
   2.0 x 1.0 x 0.75 = 1.500
   2.2 x 1.1 x 0.75 = 1.815  

TRESTLE DINING TABLE

TWD // 40

The Trestle Dining Table is loosely based on the classic 
trestle design, but with a modernised form to give it a 
modern, clean aesthetic. The table is braced with two 
stainless steel crossover wires that further enhance its 
architecture and supply more than adequate stability.

This table compliments many different chair styles enabling 
it to sit comfortably in various dining environments.
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FLOATING COFFEE TABLE

TWD // 42
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The Floating Coffee Table features the same negative detail 
as the other products in the ‘Floating’ range, creating a 
slimmer, sleeker edge to the table.

The surface of the HPL laminate works well as a hard 
working, versatile surface. With its slim detailing and quality 
materials, the Floating Coffee table has the ability to fit 
nicely into many interior situations, be it modern or other-
wise.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Coffee Table

Product code  floatctable-01 (1200x600)
   floatctable-02 (750x750)

Materials  European Birch plywood, 
   HPL laminated surface  

Colours         Black and White HPL surfaces

Dimensions   1200mm long x 600mm wide
   750mm x 750mm square

Packing CBM  1.2 x 0.60 x 0.36 = 0.26
   0.75 x 0.75 x 0.36 = 0.20

Custom sizes available upon request
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Coffee Table

Product code  tresctable-01  

Materials  European Birch plywood,
   HPL laminate surface     

Colours   Birch plywood available in Black,   
            White, Grey, Natural 

Dimensions           1200mm long x 600mm wide x
   355mm high 

Packing CBM  1.2 x 0.60 x 0.36 = 0.26  

TWD // 43

TRESTLE COFFEE TABLE

As the matching partner of the Trestle Dining Table, the 
Trestle Coffee Table encompasses the same sleek, stylish 
aesthetic and brings an element of difference to any living 

The European Birch plywood surface is pressed with a 
High Pressure Laminate and creates a versatile and 
hardwearing surface, perfect for a coffee table in any 
family home or commercial space.
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NORTH COFFEE TABLE

TWD // 44

The North coffee table combines the quality of the Birch 
plywood top with the addition of the powdercoated steel 
legs to create a clean, minimal piece. 

The angular bent steel tube creates strong lines while the 
interlocking legs at the centre point create a solid structure 
supporting the table.

The simplicity of the North coffee table means it  effortlessly 
complements surrounding furniture, producing a very 
versatile piece for many different environments.
It is designed to sit comfortably in a hardworking 
commercial space but the colour options available mean 
the North coffee table is equally at home in your home.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Coffee Table

Product code  northctb-01

Materials  Birch plywood top,
   powdercoated steel legs   
 
Colours           Table Top Black, white, grey, natural
   Legs Satin Black
   Arctic White
   Charcoal Metallic

Dimensions   Top - 900mm diameter round
          - 900 x 900mm square
   300mm high
 
Packing CBM  0.90 x 0.90 x 0.31 = 0.2511
   (1 coffee table per box
   assembled) 30
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NORTH COFFEE TABLE // DIP CANDLE HOLDERS
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JET CHAIR // NORTH COFFEE TABLES
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The Slider Unit provides great functionality for any lounge or 
dining room with large storage shelves behind the two 
sliding doors. The Slider Unit  features an 18mm Plywood 
Birch Carcass with a High Pressure Laminate surface, natural 
clear finished door fronts and steel powdercoated legs.

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Entertainment Unit/Sideboard

Product code  sliderunit-01

Materials  18mm Birch plywood carcass,
   steel legs

Colours       Carcass White, Black, Grey or Natural
                 Steel Legs Black or White
   Please enquire for custom colours

Measurements  848mm high x 500mm deep x   
   1680mm wide

 

SLIDER UNIT

TWD // 49
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LIGHTING
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TWD // 52

TRI AMPEL PENDANT

Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Pendant Light

Product code  Powdercoated - triamp01p
   Copper - triamp01p-14

Materials  Copper or powdercoated spun   
   aluminium shade, Pacific Rimu   
   wood turned top, E27 24w   
   fluroscent dolly bulb, fabric flex   
   cable

Colours  Shade  Copper
   Arctic White
   Satin Black
   Schweppes Yellow
   Mamba Green
    Bright Red
    Sentinel Blue     
   Spray painted White interior 
   Fabric Cable  Black, white, red, silver, yellow,   
   blue

Dimensions   243mm high x 200mm diameter
    
Packing CBM  0.28 x 0.28 x .037 = 0.029 
   (1 pendant per box)
   0.52 x 0.39 x 0.30 = 0.061
   (3 pendants in box)

The ‘Tri-Ampel Pendants’ are part of the WM (Wood Metal) 
series which explores the interesting textural and 
aesthetical relationship between the warm natural wood 
and the copper or man-made industrial aluminium material.

The conical shape of the shade paired with the matching 
wood turned top fitting creates a simple and versatile
pendant light.
The great colour range available means the Tri-Ampel can
lend itself to either a bright and fun environment in the
primary colours, or more a sophisticated fitting in the black,
white or copper.

These pendants are great for both residential and 
commercial applications. Group these in clusters or in a
straight line across a reception, kitchen island or bar.
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TWD // 51

AMPEL PENDANT

The Ampel Pendants are part of the WM (Wood Metal) series 
which explores the interesting textural and aesthetical 
relationship between the warm natural wood and the 
man-made industrial aluminium material.
The slender, sleek, curved forms help to generate an unobtru-
sive, elegant pendant. The slim shape of the wood turned top 
flows smoothly into the fatter, straighter sided form of the 
hand spun aluminium pendant shade.
These pendants are great for both residential and 
commercial applications and work well in both 
clusters and a line layout. 
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Pendant Light

Product code  amp01p

Materials  Powdercoated spun aluminium   
   shade, Pacific Rimu wood turned   
   top, E27 24w fluroscent dolly   
   bulb, fabric flex cable

Colours Shade   Arctic White or Satin Black   
   Spray painted White interior  
  Fabric Cable  Black, White, Red, Blue, Silver

Dimensions   365mm high x 170mm diameter
 
Packing CBM  0.46 x 0.23 x 0.23 = 0.024 
   (1 pendant per box)
   0.52 x 0.39 x 0.30 = 0.061
   (3 pendants in box)
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DOME AMPEL PENDANT
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The Dome Ampel Pendant is part of the WM (Wood 
Metal) series which explores the interesting textural 
and aesthetical relationship between the warm 
natural wood and the man-made industrial 
aluminium material. 
The large diameter of the dome shade helps to provide 
a fantastic spread of light for an open space or a 
meeting/dining table. 
These pendants are great for both residential and 
commercial applications and are ideal for breakout 
areas and above dining/communal tables.

Designer   Tim Webber

Product type   Pendant Light

Product code   domeamp01p

Materials   Powdercoated spun aluminium 
shade, Pacific Rimu wood turned   

bulb, fabric flex cable   

Colours            Shade White, Satin Black   
   Painted White interior 
  Fabric Cable  

 

     Black, White, Red, Blue, Silver

Dimensions   426mm high x 460mm diameter 

Packing CBM

  

0.55 x 0.55 x 0.36 = 0.1089 
   (1 pendant per box)

   
   

top, E27 24w fluroscent dolly
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Designer  Tim Webber

Product type  Floor Lamp

Product code  switch01fl

Materials  Powdercoated spun aluminium  
   shade, powdercoated steel  
   stand, turned American Ash  
   on/off fitting, fabric flex cable 
        
Colours   Subtle Blue, Satin Black, Arctic  
   White  

Dimensions   1750mm high
 
  

SWITCH FLOOR LAMP

TWD // 54

The form of the shade, base and vertical stand of the Switch 
Floor Lamp is based on the idea of balance and symmetry. 
The simple geometric shapes of the shade and base directly 
relate to each other while the ‘kink’ in the vertical stand 
allows the light shade to sit centred and balanced in relation 
to the base.

The Switch Floor Lamp is constructed from powdercoated 
spun aluminium with a domed American Ash timber fitting 
which softens the angular aesthetic of the piece. 
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SWITCH FLOOR LAMP
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CATALOGUE FOUR
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